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Picking up directly from the cliffhanger ending of Harley Quinn: The Animated Series, Harley and Ivy are on the run after
narrowly escaping Ivy's ill-fated wedding to Kite Man. But who is chasing them, and where will this Thelma-and-Louise
journey end? It all starts here!
Harley Quinn and Poison Ivy are taking their show on the road in this new miniseries! They’ll have to evade villains and
heroes alike while they explore their relationship and unpack their time and experiences at Sanctuary. Set after the
events of HEROES IN CRISIS and smack in the middle of “Year of the Villain,” it’s a journey across the DC Universe
that will change their friendship forever...if they live that long!
For the first time in print, 19 short tales of Gotham City’s craziest clown princess are presented in nothing but black,
white, and bold splashes of red. See how Harley’s story unfolds in worlds beyond the DC Universe, in the alternate
timelines of Batman: White Knight, Harleen, and the Harley Quinn animated series! Witness her darkest hours and her
happiest moments! Behold a-wait a second, did she just...win an underground rap battle?! An incredible array of talent
from across the comics industry have put their reputations in jeopardy to bring you these stories. So show a little
gratitude, will ya? This volume collects Harley Quinn Black + White + Red Digital Chapters #1-17 in print for the first timealong with two all-new, never-before seen stories by writer David Mandel (Veep) and artist Adam Hughes; and Harley’s
co-creator, writer Paul Dini, with legendary Batman: The Animated Series artist Kevin Altieri!
Relive key stories of the Birds of Prey-Black Canary, Huntress, Renee Montoya, and Cassandra Cain, not to mention
Harley Quinn-along with the deadly Black Mask! This new title collects Detective Comics #831, Nightwing/Huntress #2,
Gotham Central #6, Batman #567, Catwoman #16 (2002 series) and a story from Showcase '96 #3.
Since Gotham's fall, the Joker has been relatively quiet...but that's about to change as former Arkham Asylum doctor
Harleen Quinzel joins the Clown Prince of Crime to put him back on top. But when their unusual partnership leaves
Harley a little worse for wear, she enlists Poison Ivy's help. Now the Joker and Batman are going to learn that this
souped-up Harley's not going to be pushed around anymore.
The creative team that transformed Harley Quinn forever returns to shake up her world once more-and this time, the
gloves are off! Harley Quinn has avoided Gotham City ever since she broke up with The Joker and found a home, and a
kind of family, in Coney Island. But when she gets an offer she can’t refuse, she has no choice but to slip back into the
city as quietly as she can, hoping to be gone before anyone-especially her ex-learns she’s been there. But for Harley,
“as quietly as she can” is plenty loud…and before she can say “Holee bounty hunters, Batman,” The Joker’s sicced
every super-villain in the city on her pretty ombré head-and the only team tough enough (or crazy enough) to come to her
defense is the Birds of Prey! The foul-mouthed, no-holds-barred sequel to one of DC’s raciest runs is here! Get on board
early, before we come to our senses! The creative team that transformed Harley Quinn forever returns to shake up her
world once more-and this time, the gloves are off! Harley Quinn has avoided Gotham City ever since she broke up with
The Joker and found a home, and a kind of family, in Coney Island. But when she gets an offer she can’t refuse, she has
no choice but to slip back into the city as quietly as she can, hoping to be gone before anyone-especially her ex-learns
she’s been there. But for Harley, “as quietly as she can” is plenty loud…and before she can say “Holee bounty hunters,
Batman,” The Joker’s sicced every super-villain in the city on her pretty ombré head-and the only team tough enough (or
crazy enough) to come to her defense is the Birds of Prey! The foul-mouthed, no-holds-barred sequel to one of DC’s
raciest runs is here! Get on board early, before we come to our senses!
I may be in the sewer, but you better get your mind outta the gutter! That rhymin’ zombie known as Solomon Grundy
ain’t happy that I’m in his domain (but to be fair...it’s also Killer Croc’s domain too, there’s a lotta sewer dwellers in
Gotham). Grundy’s either going to welcome me with open arms or crush me! And I can’t let that happen, 'cause Kevin’s
at the mercy of Hugo Strange. Hugo’s going to do everything in his power to break Kevin and turn him against me, I
hope in our brief time together, Kevin’s learned a little perseverance!
Harley Quinn here, still narrating my solicit text! My war of wellness with Hugo Strange kicks into high gear this issue, and
things are gonna get ugly. Hugo is about to send his right-hand man-child Lockwood, Arkham Asylum’s most sadistic
guard, after Kevin and me at our first support group meeting. Folks, some things in this world are sacred, and I am not
gonna stand for this. Hugo Strange never picked a fight with someone like me before, and he’s not going to like the
results. Buy this issue-it’s a real gem!
Fresh from BATMAN: DEATH OF THE FAMILY and SUICIDE SQUAD, Harley Quinn returns to her first solo series in the New 52! The writing
team of Jimmy Palmiotti (ALL STAR WESTERN) and Amanda Conner (BEFORE WATCHMEN: SILK SPECTRE) unleashed Harley on an
unsuspecting DC Universe, as she encounters various heroes and villains ... and leaves no one unscathed in her wake! With art by Chad
Hardin and a slew of comics' best artists including Darwyn Cooke, Sam Kieth, Tony S. Daniel, Paul Pope, Walter Simonson and Art Baltazar!
Collects HARLEY QUINN #0-8.
Hiya Puddin'! It's the 25th anniversary of Harley Quinn! In celebration of her tenure as one of DC's craziest super-villains, we have collected
all of her most memorable cover art into one hardcover edition. Since her inception from the minds of Bruce Timm and Paul Dini she has
been one of DC's most popular characters of all time! This art book features covers from such legendary artists as Alex Ross, Amanda
Conner, Bruce Timm, and more!
“BIRTHDAY!” It’s an oversize anniversary issue as Harley’s entire cast of crazy characters comes together to celebrate the birthday of
cyborg senior citizen Sy Borgman…but is there actually a bigger secret behind this gathering? And in “Harley Loves Joker” part nine,
Harley’s spent a fortune building out The Joker Gang’s new hideout, and now they’re gonna have to take drastic measures to pay the bill!
Celebrating Batman and Joker's seventy-five years as cultural icons, this Joker Anthology collects stories from the characters seven decades
as the greatest villain in comics. Featuring stories from BATMAN #1, 5, 25, 32, 85, 163, 251, 427, BATMAN #15 (THE NEW 52), DETECTIVE
COMICS #64, 168, 180, 475, 476, 726, 741, 826, DETECTIVE COMICS #1 (THE NEW 52), WORLD'S FINEST COMICS #61, SUPERMAN
#9 and BATMAN: LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT #66.
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? Since her first appearance in 1992, Harley Quinn—eccentric sidekick to the Joker—has captured the attention of readers like few new
characters have in eight decades of Batman comics. Her bubbly yet malicious persona has earned her a loyal and growing fan base as she
has crossed over into television, theater, video games, and film. In this collection of new essays, contributors explore her various iterations,
focusing on her origin and contexts, the implications of her abusive relationship with the Joker, her relationships with other characters, her
representations across media, and the philosophic basis of her character.
The definitive story of Harley Quinn by her co-creator, Paul Dini, and Pat Cadigan, revealing the secrets of her history even as she seeks to
kill Batman. When she was only seven years old, Harleen Quinzel witnessed her father being beaten up by thugs, and then arrested by the
police. That night she ran away to the safest place she could think of: Coney Island amusement park. But there, pursued into the Funhouse
by the men who brutalised her father, she beheld unimaginable horrors. Years later, Harleen has put her past behind her, and used her
intelligence and ambition to escape her childhood of poverty with a career in psychiatry. Assigned to her first position at Arkham Hospital, she
will discover, deep in the asylum, something dangerous and alluring, something quite unlike anything else she has ever known before: The
Joker. Because why would you settle for love, when you could have MAD LOVE? From the moment that Harleen finds a rose on her desk, to
the moment she dons her harlequin hat, this is the definitive story that chronicles the obsession, the burning desire, the manic laughter, and
the birth of one of the most controversial and popular comic book supervillains ever created: Harley Quinn. Copyright © 2017 DC Comics.
BATMAN, THE JOKER, HARLEY QUINN, SUICIDE SQUAD and all related characters and elements © & TM DC Comics and Warner Bros.
Entertainment Inc.
Harley Quinn is great at kicking jerks in the face. Paying her taxes? Not so much. Things turn from bad to worse when Harley’s new
accountant, an ex-con called the Hambezzler, runs into trouble with his old crew and they come to Coney Island with one thing on their
minds: payback!
Celebrate twenty-five years of Harley Quinn with this collection of stories by some legendary Harley talent and some who’ve never drawn her
before! How does Harley manage her insanely jam-packed life on Coney Island? What haven’t we seen from her past with the Joker? And
can even Harley’s psychological acumen crack the twisted mind of…Robin, the Boy Wonder?
CRIMEÕS GREATEST COUPLE, TOGETHER AGAIN! ItÕs the earliest days of the romance between antiheroine Harley Quinn and the
superbly psychotic super-villain The JokerÑbut thereÕs already trouble in paradise. When Harley accidentally reveals the location of Mr. JÕs
secret headquarters, all H-E-double-hockey-sticks breaks looseÉand the only thing worse than having Batman hot on their trail is the wrath of
The Joker himself! Can Harley soothe the savage beast? Can The Joker chill out for once in his miserable life? Can the Dark Knight lighten
up? Can one woman with a gigantic hammer change the face of comics forever? Travel back to the roots of the DC UniverseÕs wildest love
story in Harley Loves Joker, from writers Paul Dini (Batman: The Animated Series) and Jimmy Palmiotti (Harley Quinn) with artist Bret Blevins
(Harley Quinn)!
From her animated adventures to her bloody stint in the Suicide Squad, HARLEY QUINN: A CELEBRATION OF 25 YEARS captures the
greatest comic book moments of the JokerÕs main moll, brought to life by industry legends Paul Dini, Bruce Timm, Jim Lee, Jeph Loeb,
Amanda Conner, Jimmy Palmiotti, Karl Kesel, Terry Dodson and more! The true embodiment of the phrase Òmadly in love,Ó Harley Quinn
may be stark, raving, cuckoo-pants crazy, but she is a woman who stands by her man. Filled with an inexplicable devotion to BatmanÕs
nemesis, the Joker, sheÕs the Clown Prince of CrimeÕs most loyal companion. But while her monstrous ÒMistah JÓ may have led her to a
life of crime, he also brought her comic book superstardom! ItÕs been 25 years since she made her debut, but Harley QuinnÕs popularity
continues to grow, spreading from animation to comic books to video games to live-action feature films, with no sign of slowing down.
Collects BATMAN ADVENTURES ANNUAL #1; BATMAN ADVENTURES HOLIDAY SPECIAL #1; BATGIRL ADVENTURES #1; BATMAN
ADVENTURES #3; BATMAN ADVENTURES #16; BATMAN/HARLEY QUINN #1; HARLEY QUINN #1, #25; HARLEY AND IVY: LOVE ON
THE LAM; BATMAN #613; JOKERÕS ASYLUM II: HARLEY QUINN #1; SUICIDE SQUAD (vol. 3) #6-7; HARLEY QUINN (vol. 2) #2;
HARLEYÕS LITTLE BACK BOOK #1; and SUICIDE SQUAD (vol. 4) #4.
From the creative team of Amanda Conner, Jimmy Palmiotti and John Timms, this storyline explodes out of the blockbuster DC Universe
Rebirth event. ComicsÕ craziest couple face off in HARLEY QUINN: REBIRTH DELUXE EDITION BOOK 1, a hardcover collection of the first
two best-selling paperback volumes. Since relocating from Gotham City to BrooklynÕs Coney Island, Harley Quinn has transformed her
apartment building into a haven for freaks, strays and other unstable vigilante antihero-types. With her freak-show friends, bestie Poison Ivy,
other bestie Red Tool and the Gang of Harleys by her side, HarleyÕs ready to face all of BrooklynÕs deadliest threatsÑfrom zombie armies
and giant robots to punk-rock gangs and department store Santas. But the one thing sheÕs not ready for? The return of a certain Mistah J.
HeÕs promising to make amends, but not even Harley would be willing to give that whack job a second chance. Right? Collects #1-13.
At last, it’s the star-studded roast of Harley Quinn! Nothing is off-limits, no topic is out of bounds, and no one-and we mean no one!-will
escape unscathed. Harley may be the funniest person in the DC Universe, but how well can she take a joke? Plus, in a backup story
illustrated by superstar artist Riley Rossmo tying into “The Joker War,” Harley Quinn faces off against Punchline!
ÒHARLEY LOVES JOKERÓ flashback tale that ran as a backup in HARLEY QUINN last year! As far as The JokerÕs concerned, the new
headquarters Harley built for them is absolutely perfect...but only she knows the whole place is rigged to come crashing down around
themÑand she doesnÕt know how to stop it!
"2014 marks the 75th anniversary of Batman, the world's greatest detective! And if a hero is measured by his foes, then Batman is truly the
greatest hero of all, as his incredible rogues gallery is unrivaled in comics history. This new title collects thebest Batman stories of all time,
arranged according to era, and featuring appearances by The Joker, The Penguin, Catwoman, The Riddler and many others"-Collecting her first solo series by Karl Kesel and Terry Dodson in hardcover for the first time, it's your favorite killer cutie you can't help but
love, Harley Quinn, in Harley Quinn by Karl Kesel and Terry Dodson: The Deluxe Edition Book 2. This series reintroduces the original Batgirl.
But how can that be possible when Barbara Gordon, the original Batgirl, is wheelchair-bound? She'd certainly like to know, and so would
Nightwing, Robin and a certain new hero out there named Batgirl. Also guest-starring Nightwing as a...carjacker? What could lead him to
such a dastardly deed? Why, Harley Quinn, of course! How will our hero, er, villain escape this one? Meanwhile, Oracle is determined to stop
Harley once and for all, and she's not the only one. Littered with all your favorite Gotham characters and a surprise appearance from
Superman, this Deluxe Edition will satisfy your Harley cravings. Collects Harley Quinn (2000s series) #9-19 and covers from #20-23.
Celebrate the anniversary of DCÕs favorite psychotic psychiatrist with a book dedicated to nothing but Harley covers! From her first print
appearance to her own long-running series to Rebirth and more, this deluxe hardcover art book collects 25 years of the Maid of MischiefÕs
most iconic comic book covers all in one volume. As the headliner of her own long-running series and a regular star of both SUICIDE SQUAD
and DC COMICS: BOMBSHELLS, Harley Quinn is DC ComicsÕ most in-demand cover girl. Beyond regular monthly appearances on her
own series covers and variants, sheÕs also been front and center on too many miniseries and one-shot specials to count and has twice taken
over the other books in the DC Universe with special variant cover-month events. From these hundreds of unforgettable cover scenes, this
volume brings you a curated collection of Harley QuinnÕs best, most memorable cover art, drawn by dozens of the industryÕs top talents!

When Poison Ivy gets captured by mobsters, Harley Quinn must act quickly to save her, so she turns to the only hero she can find:
Batgirl!
Who's crazy enough to steal from the Joker? Come on. You know who. Harley Quinn has avoided Gotham City ever since she
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broke up with the Joker and found a home, and a kind of family, in Coney Island. But when she gets an offer she can't refuse, she
has no choice but to slip back into the city as quietly as she can, hoping to be gone before anyone--especially her ex--learns she's
there to steal Joker's legendary cache of loot. But for Harley, "as quietly as she can" is plenty loud... and before she can say
"Holee bounty hunters, Batman," the Joker's sicced every super-villain in the city on her pretty ombré head--and the only people
tough enough (or crazy enough) to come to her defense are Black Canary, Huntress, Renee Montoya, and Cassandra Cain: the
Birds of Prey! Amanda Conner and Jimmy Palmiotti--the duo who redefined Harley Quinn for the modern era--return to put an
exclamation point on their legendary run! This hardcover collects Harley Quinn & the Birds of Prey #1-4 and a short story from
Harley Quinn Black + White + Red #12.
The fan-favorite creative team of Amanda Conner and Jimmy Palmiotti joins forces with a slew of superstar comics
creators—including Neal Adams, Simon Bisley, Joseph Michael Linsner, Billy Tucci, John Timms and more—for HARLEY’S LITTLE
BLACK BOOK. She’s the psychopathic psychotherapist with a heart of gold and a mind for mayhem. Now she’s uniting with the
greatest heroes in the DC Universe in her very own team-up title. Ain’t it amazing? With the Joker firmly in her rearview mirror,
Harley Quinn has become an antihero like no other. But sometimes she runs into threats too, uhh, threatening for any one person
to beat. That’s when she turns to a who’s who of the biggest, baddest, most bodacious heroes in the whole universe! Superman.
Wonder Woman. Green Lantern. Zatanna. Lobo. And…Harley Quinn??? Whoever’s tagging along, there’s one thing for sure:
Wherever Harley goes, high-octane hijinks are sure to follow! Flip through at your own risk! Collects the full six-issue miniseries.
Celebrate 25 years of Harley Quinn in this brand new hardcover collecting the infamous Suicide Squad outlaw's most memorable
stories! Since her debut in 1992's Batman: The Animated Series, Harley Quinn has wreaked havoc throughout the DC Universe
with her zany, twisted ways. From her time as Dr. Harleen Quinzel, the Joker's psychiatrist, to her transformation into the
sometimes hilarious, sometimes tragic, and always villainous Harely Quinn, celebrate twenty-five years with the most acclaimed
writers and artists that have contributed to Harley's raucous adventures!
Discover the complete history of DC Comics' Harley Quinn comic art with this deluxe book. Harley Quinn made her comic book
debut in The Batman Adventures #12 and soon became one of the most popular characters in the DC Comics pantheon. From
there, Harley made regular appearances in multiple series, eventually getting her own ongoing comic in 2001. This deluxe art book
provides the complete history of Harley Quinn comic art, detailing the creation and evolution of the character through exclusive
interviews with the writers and artists who have brought the character to life. Packed with the most iconic covers and panels in
Harley Quinn history, The Art of Harley Quinn is the ultimate visual guide to one of the most beloved villains in comic book history.
Ya sure you wanna double down on this gimmick? Awright already-I’ll do it! Harley Quinn back again to tell ya that my mission to
help heal Gotham City has already hit some bumps in the road. The awful Hugo Strange-psychiatrist, fitness freak, and expert on
tiny glasses-is trying to deal with Gotham City’s clown problem, and get this! The city is endorsing him while everyone keeps
giving me grief! The only person who believes in me is my new sidekick, Kevin. You’re going to find out some real dark stuff about
him in this issue, too! We’re both going to have to keep our guard up, ’cuz Hugo has an army of creepy orderlies he’s about to
send after us.Ya sure you wanna double down on this gimmick? Awright already-I’ll do it! Harley Quinn back again to tell ya that
my mission to help heal Gotham City has already hit some bumps in the road. The awful Hugo Strange-psychiatrist, fitness freak,
and expert on tiny glasses-is trying to deal with Gotham City’s clown problem, and get this! The city is endorsing him while
everyone keeps giving me grief! The only person who believes in me is my new sidekick, Kevin. You’re going to find out some real
dark stuff about him in this issue, too! We’re both going to have to keep our guard up, ’cuz Hugo has an army of creepy orderlies
he’s about to send after us.
This oversized hardcover edition collects six stories by Dini, the Emmy Award-winning producer of "Batman Beyond" and "The
New Batman/Superman Adventures." Recommended for all readers.
Some people burn their ex’s belongings as a way of putting their past behind them. When Harley Quinn does it, she takes her
whole apartment building with her, which causes more than a little friction with her roommate Poison Ivy, who’s something of a
stickler when it comes to not almost dying in a fire. The legendary partners come to blows in this cautionary tale for the ages!

“Get Yer Story Straight” Three crooks just managed to do the unthinkable: they stole something invaluable from Harley
Quinn herself! But as they compare notes on how the job went down, they start to notice some… discrepancies in what
they saw…
Celebrate your love of Harley Quinn™ with this adorable pocket-sized book of her best comic quotes and moments!
Harley Quinn made her comic book debut in The Batman Adventures #12 and soon became one of the most popular
characters in the DC pantheon. From there, Harley made regular appearances in multiple series and eventually got her
own ongoing comic in 2001. This cute book is the perfect celebration of all things Harley. Packed with iconic covers,
colorful panels, and quotable lines, DC: Harley Quinn is a compact and colorful guide to one of the most popular
characters in comic book history.
The annual fan-favorite event, now in its fourth year, was first introduced to honor Batman's 75th anniversary. This year,
in honor of Harley QuinnÕs 25th anniversary, BATMAN DAY will also feature the immensely popular Clown Princess of
Crime who burst into our lives when she debuted on Batman: The Animated Series in 1992. "JOKER LOVES HARLEY"
part one! For months now, strange reminders of Harley's time with the Joker have been popping up in the most
unexpected places...is this coincidence? Or a message? As our tale begins, Harley is introduced to a newer, kinder
Joker...and Red Tool is not happy about it!
Harley Quinn: A Celebration of 25 YearsDC Comics
Head over heels in her devotion to the Joker, Arkham psychiatrist Harleen Quinzel gave up her career (and her sanity) to
transform herself into the ultimate companion for crime's clown prince - the mad moll Harley Quinn. Of course, Harley's
romance with the Joker hasn't been easy. The two are at each other throats as often as in each other's arms, and that
buzzkill Batman is always sticking his nose in just when things are starting to get fun. But what great love story is without
the occasional incarceration and life-threatening peril? The Joker's main squeeze takes center stage in these stories from
top creators Paul Dini, Yvel Guichet, Don Dramer, Joe Quinones, Neil Googe and more! Collects stories from: BATMAN:
HARLEY QUINN #1, BATMAN: GOTHAM KNIGHTS #14, #30, DETECTIVE COMICS #831, #837, JOKER'S ASYLUM II:
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HARLEY QUINN #1, BATMAN: BLACK AND WHITE #1, #3, LEGENDS OF THE DARK KNIGHT 100-PAGE SUPER
SPECTACULAR #1 and DETECTIVE COMICS #23.2.
HARLEY QUINN LADY COLORIING BOOK FOR KIDS AND ADULTS If you are looking for an awsome comic coloring
book of HARLEY QUINN collection that evry harley quinn fans will love then this Harley Quinn book is created for you.
This gifts of Harley Quinn will make anyone you love HAPPY JUST LESS 8$.. Suriousselly; this is a perfect activity book
(with high quality of lovely Harley Quinn coloring pages) for anyone who already know their true value.. What makes this
coloring book different from others: ?Coloring Pages for Adults ? 27+ Unique Illustrations ? 8.5" x 11" size format ?
Improve hand and eye coordination ?Thick paper allows any coloring material ? Black & white artwork Coloring is fun for
kids and adults, they contribute to: ?better handwriting; ?focus and hand eye coordination; ?Improves fine motor skills;
?Prepares children for school; ?For stress relief and relaxation..... ALSO, There are studies that show that coloring
makes you feel relaxed just like meditation does. we hope you enjoy our beautiful piece of artwork illustrated from real
adveture of "HARLEY QUINN POWER GIRL" If possible please take a moment to leave comments, reviews for each
download.. . TAGS: harley quinn and power girl, harley quinn batman, harley quinn book, harley quinn coloring books for
adults, harley quinn graphic novel, harley quinn mad love, harley quinn a celebration of 25 years, harley quinn calendar
2020, joker and harley quinn
Get ready for this summer's most anticipated movie SUICIDE SQUAD with the comics that inspired the film, including fanfavorite character Harley Quinn! Love makes you do crazy things. And Suicide Squad member Harley Quinn is madly in
love. After springing her psychotic killer boyfriend, the Joker, from Arkham Asylum, former psychiatrist Harleen Quinzel
put on a clown costume and said sayonara to sanity. Now Harley brings her own unique brand of psychosis and revelry
to whatever she does, whether it's causing mayhem alongside her beloved Mistah J., saving the world as the nuttiest
member of the Suicide Squad, or relaxing with her gal pals Poison Ivy and Catwoman. With her deranged mix of fear and
fun, she knows how to leave a crowd in stiches! HARLEY QUINN'S GREATEST HITS collects eight of the lovesick
lunatic's best stories from such talented writers and artists as Paul Dini, Bruce Timm, Jim Lee, Jeph Loeb, Amanda
Conner, Jimmy Palmiotti, Scott Snyder and more. Collects BATMAN ADVENTURES #12, BATMAN #613,
COUNTDOWN #10, GOTHAM CITY SIRENS #7, SUICIDE SQUAD #1, BATMAN #13, HARLEY QUINN #21 and
HARLEY QUINN AND SUICIDE SQUAD APRIL FOOLÕS SPECIAL #1.
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